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Stacey Ryan - Over Tonight

                            tom:
                Abm
Intro: Ab  Dbm7  E7M  Aadd9

Ab     Dbm7
3 A.M. and your body's still with me
E7M          Gbadd9
Only friends but you're making it tricky
Ab                      Dbm7
You always leave in the dark blue
    E7M                            A7M
But something feels different this time
Ab            Dbm7
Way back when call me miss indifferent
E7M        Gbadd9
Present tense got me feeling different
Ab                   Dbm7
Agreed to avoid the emotions
    E7M                A7M
But I never signed on the line

[Pré-Refrão]

     Ab      Dbm7
We lay awake procrastinating
E7M          Gbadd9
Our goodbyes with bedroom eyes
   Ab          Dbm7
Is it too late for me to say?
      E              A7M
Ain't easy to admit, but boy

[Refrão]

          Ab       Dbm7
My bed is colder without you
E7M          Gbadd9
  I don't wanna overanalyze
    Ab        Dbm7
But were you about to
E7M              A7M
  Tell me something that changes how I
   Ab                      Dbm7
Compartmentalize where you lay in my mind
E7M                  Gbadd9
Wondering how do you look in the daylight?
           Ab        Dbm7
Instead of dreaming about you
E7M               A7M
  Maybe you could stay over tonight

     Ab             Dbm7
Stay over tonight, stay over tonight
E7M                 A7M
  This doesn't have to be over

[Segunda Parte]

Ab G#7M  Dbm7
24       Hours in our future
E7M             Gb11
We're at yours, couldn't get here sooner
    Abadd9                       Dbm7
The secrets we're sharing are deeper
     E7M                 A7M
With each one, the deeper I feel

[Pré-Refrão]
      Ab     Dbm7
We lay awake procrastinating
E7M       Gbadd9
Our goodbyes with bedroom eyes
     Ab       Dbm7
You hesitate, but finally say

       E7M
What's hiding in your head?

[Refrão]
                   Ab     Dbm7
You said my bed is colder without you
E7M          Gbadd9
  I don't wanna overanalyze
    Ab        Dbm7
But were you about to
E7M              A7M
  Tell me something that changes how I
   G#7M                    Dbm7
Compartmentalize where you lay in my mind
E7M               Gbadd9
Wondering how do you look in the daylight?
           Ab        Dbm7
Instead of dreaming about you
E7M                A7M
  Maybe you could stay over tonight

     Ab             Dbm7
Stay over tonight, stay over tonight
E7M                 Gbadd9
  This doesn't have to be over tonight
     Ab            Dbm7
Stay over tonight, stay over tonight
E7M                 A7M
  This doesn't have to be over

[Ponte]

   Ab         Dbm7
Is it so wrong to want you this bad?
E7M      Gbadd9
Cancel all our other plans
Ab        G#7M     Dbm7
Leave your    watch   on my nightstand
E7M      A7M
Just so you can come back again

[Refrão]

Ab       Dbm7
Colder without you (You, yeah)
E7M          Gbadd9
  I don't wanna overanalyze
    Ab        Dbm7
But were you about to (But were you about to)
E7M              A7M
  Tell me something that changes how I
   Ab                      Dbm7
Compartmentalize where you lay in my mind (Compartmentalize)
E7M                           F#2    Ab
Wondering how do you look in the day________light?
           Ab        Dbm7
Instead of dreaming about you
E7M             A7M
  Maybe you could stay over tonight (Stay over)

     Ab             Dbm7
Stay over tonight, stay over tonight
E7M                 Gbadd9
  This doesn't have to be over tonight

(This doesn't have to be over tonight)

     Ab             Dbm7
Stay over tonight, stay over tonight

(Come on, come on, come on)

E7M                 Gbadd9
  This doesn't have to be over

Acordes
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